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11
BEAT AUTHORSHIP AND BEAT
INFLUENCES IN AUSTRIAN
LITERATURE
Thomas Antonic

The Beat Bookkeeper: Ernst Jandl (and the Vienna Group)
When thinking of connections between Austrian literature and the Beat movement, the first name
likely to come to mind is that of Ernst Jandl (1925–2000) and the recitation of his sound poetry at
the International Poetry Incarnation at the Royal Albert Hall in London, June 11, 1965. It was there
that he appeared alongside Allen Ginsberg, Gregory Corso, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, and others. In
Peter Whitehead’s documentary film about the event, Wholly Communion, the Austrian writer bears
a resemblance more to a bookkeeper than an avant-garde poet. As an ambitious English language
teacher at a high school in Vienna, Jandl was well versed in English and American literature and frequently visited the capital of the United Kingdom from 1945–46 onward after having been interned
in an American prisoner-of-war camp in Stockbridge, a small town in Hampshire, England. He had
been conscripted into the German army in 1944 at the age of 18. Being neither a nazi nor a victim
of nazi persecution, he was also no insurgent (see Stuckatz 2016: 27), and he escaped from his corps
on its way to the Eastern Front simply to go back to his girlfriend in Vienna.
This romantic and disobedient attitude could have brought him to trial for being a conscientious objector. But because of set-backs in the war effort, the Wehrmacht decided to send him to the
Western Front. Once there he again felt the call to disobedience. He even initiated a “democratic
vote” (Jandl 1999: 89) among his fellow young soldiers, and persuaded a couple of them to surrender, which may have saved their lives. Interestingly the prisoner camp’s library in Stockbridge was
equipped with some avant-garde literature. Jandl discovered literature through e.e. cummings, Carl
Sandburg, and Gertrude Stein, each of whom considerably influenced his own poetry in the years
after the war. For 1952–53 he returned to England and worked as a “German Assistant” exchange
teacher at the East Barnet Grammar School in London. His poetry at that time followed more conventional patterns, but already dealt with the trauma of his war experiences. The pathway, even so,
into what can be called his Beat affiliation had been launched.
Around 1955, back in Vienna, he got in touch with the “Wiener Gruppe” (“Vienna Group”).
The five members of this loose collective were among the first poets in Austria after 1945 to
connect to pre-war avant-garde traditions such as Dada and expressionism. Jaap van der Bent
suggests that there are many similarities to be found between Beat writing and the Vienna Group
(van der Bent 2012). Consider some of the parallels: many of the group’s radical experiments,
including montage and a technique they called “methodic inventionism,” show striking similarities to the cut-up technique developed by William S. Burroughs and Brion Gysin, even though
the group did not know anything about the two artists or the Beat movement in general at that
157
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time, and vice versa. The group invented their techniques even earlier than Burroughs and Gysin,
and reacted—like the latter—“to restraining post-war conditions by opposing them.” (van der
Bent 2012: 165) But I would hesitate to call the Vienna Group something like “Austrian Beats”
just because they were part of the country’s counterculture. Moreover, even though their skepticism towards language as a manipulation device established by authorities may be something they
shared with Burroughs, their approach was more scientific and mathematical (for instance, the
basic scheme behind “methodic inventionism” was permutation, see Rühm 1967: 14). Burroughs,
in fact, was skeptical of science as well. He considered his cut-ups more akin to magical weapon,
the opposite of science, the “Other Method” (Burroughs and Gysin 1978: n.p.) that would not
destroy the magic but “enhance it” (ibid.), as Burroughs puts it. And with a little help from Brion
Gysin: “Cut-Ups are Machine Age knife-magic, revealing Pandora’s box to be the downright
nasty Stone Age gimmick it is” (ibid.).
Even after the Vienna Group discovered the Beats around 1960, the references in their works are
rather marginal and of no substantial impact. Only one member of the collective, Oswald Wiener
(1930–), felt a certain affinity with Burroughs. He mentions four novels by Burroughs as well as
Kerouac’s The Dharma Bums in an index attached to his experimental novel die verbesserung von
mitteleuropa (1969, written 1962–1967; a straight translation would be The Improvement of Middle
Europe) in which he also explicitly refers to the Beat generation, though only in one sentence. Van
der Bent also tries to draw a connection between Konrad Bayer (1932–1964), another member of
the group, and Burroughs and Bonnie Bremser. Bayer was working for quite a while on his novel der
sechste sinn (1964, The Sixth Sense), and the manuscript “lay around largely untouched on the floor
[…] and people sometimes stepped on it,” which, according to van der Bent, echoes the genesis of
Naked Lunch, when Burroughs’s “floor was covered with hundreds of yellow foolscap pages. Many
of them had been stepped on” (van der Bent 2012: 175) And “neither in the case of Naked Lunch
and Troia nor in that of Der Sechste Sinn [sic] was the final editing done by the author him- or herself.” (ibid.) But that is the case with numerous other books. Apart from being a one-time translator
of Corso’s “In the Tunnel-Bone of Cambridge,” which was published in an Austrian magazine in
1964, and playing the “beatnik Paul” in Ferry Radax’s movie Am Rand (1963), in which he spiritedly
dances to Dizzy Gillespie’s music while looking more like a dandy than an American beatnik, Bayer’s
links with the Beats are fairly minimal.
Jandl’s poetry was considered by the members of the Vienna Group as “too entertaining” (Schewig
1981: 40), and thus was not to be taken seriously, although it became increasingly experimental after
his encounters with the work of the group, leaning much towards sound poetry. He had very little
chance to get his poetry published in Austria at the time, because in contrast with the Vienna Group’s
opinion it was considered as “unbearable provocation” (Siblewski 2000: 106) by the public. Being
excluded from both the Austrian literature market and the core of the Austrian counterculture poets,
he dedicated the major part of his time to teaching, and began to make international contacts, translating English poetry and trying to find a publisher for his own work in Germany. In 1964 he finally
succeeded by publishing two collections of poetry with German publishers and was also hired to
translate The Island, Robert Creeley’s novel of Mediterranean exile and creative identity.
From mid-May to mid-June 1965, Jandl returned to London. Before this stay he had corresponded
with Bob Cobbing (1920–2002), the performance poet and leading presence in the so-called British
Poetry Revival, who published Jandl’s poetry collection mai hart lieb zapfen eibe hold (a wordplay, but
to be translated as may hard love cone yew lovely) as the eleventh issue of his Writers Forum. The issue
contains twenty-five of his poems, seven of them in English, the others in German,“sound poems, but
understandable also for Englishmen and -women with minimal skills in German.” (Schewig 1981: 49).
Jandl also released a sound poetry record with Cobbing and gave a number of readings—one of them
at “Better Books,” London’s Charing Cross bookstore and outlet for avant-garde writing. He also led
a reading at the “Second International Exhibition of Experimental Poetry,” in June 1965. Through
his contact with the English poet Michael Horovitz he took a striking part in the “International
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Poetry Incarnation,” the legendary event that attracted an audience of 7,000 people that is the United
Kingdom’s largest poetry gathering to date. Fortunately, that occasion is wonderfully documented in
Peter Whitehead’s film, Wholly Communion, which shows nine of the participating poets, among them
Ginsberg, Corso, Ferlinghetti, and Horovitz. Jandl’s performance drew enthusiastic applause from the
audience, in contrast to a number of other readings that evening.
To the English-speaking listeners, Jandl’s poetry may have sounded—and still may sound—
“abstract and nonrepresentational, a kind of verbal equivalent of Jackson Pollock’s ‘drip’ paintings
or Ornette Coleman’s free jazz,” as Mark Donnelly suggests (2011: 136). But besides making heavy
use of wordplay, and by doing so deconstructing (the German) language partly in the tradition
of Dadaism—it is no coincidence that he ends his Albert Hall performance with Kurt Schwitter’s
“Niesscherzo” (“Fury of Sneezing”)—Jandl’s poems are not abstract and nonrepresentational at all.
On the contrary, they often refer to social and political grievances and the cruelty and absurdism of
war that he himself had witnessed.
The poem “schtzngrmm,” for instance, which he read at the International Poetry Incarnation, is
one of his most famous pieces and by now an integral part of Austria’s canon and school textbooks.
It consists solely of the German word for “trench”—i.e. Schützengraben—without the articulation of the vowels, a word-fragment as it were reduced to the threatening sound of schtzngrmm. By
deconstructing the now onomatopoetic word even more and using only one of its letters in repetition, “t-t-t-t-t-t-t,” the effect is to resemble artillery fire and other noises of battle. At the same time
the stutter concurrently reflects speechlessness in the extreme situation of war. The reduction to one
sole word shows the entire absurdity of military actions. The poem and its oral performance was able
to break language barriers and could be readily taken in by the Albert Hall audience. A similarity
could be drawn with Ginsberg’s rather atypical “Hum Bom.” In this poem, the sound corresponds
with the content, and the stuttering rhythm evokes the feeling of hopelessness. The second and third
parts of the poem (including lines such as “Saddam said he hadda bomb! / Bush said he better bomb!”
[Ginsberg 2006: 1007]) were prompted by the Iraq War in 1991, albeit that the first part was already
written in 1971. This Jandl/Ginsberg resemblance invites a revealing Beat comparison.
Jandl’s sound poetry has been described as an “admission of all the difficulties of structured verbalizing to a lot of people, and a collapse of words into elements already confused and garbled” (Times
Literary Supplement June 17, 1965, 519; quoted in Donnelly 2011: 136) Moreover, his performance
work creates an effect that can be related to that explored in the Austrian scientist and psychoanalyst
Wilhelm Reich’ Function of the Orgasm (1942), which was so important for major Beat authors and to
which Jack Kerouac referred in his “Essential of Spontaneous Prose”: “write excitedly, swiftly, with
writing-or-typing-cramps, in accordance (as from center to periphery) with laws of orgasm, Reich’s
‘beclouding of consciousness.’ Come from within, out – to relaxed and said.” (Kerouac 1992: 58)
Donnelly suggests, that
to an audience that by now had listened to hours of poetry, Jandl’s performance was clearly a
relief. This is the moment when we can see the reading becoming more like a festival—the
audience joins in, laughs, and claps along to the rhythms as Jandl’s sounds build toward an
orgasmic climax and release. In the middle of this collective exuberance, Whitehead cuts to
a shot of a still-haunted looking Harry Fainlight staring into space.The sequence ends with
Jandl, Michael Horovitz, and Pete Brown performing Kurt Schwitter’s sound poem “The
Furor of Sneezing,” [sic] after which Ginsberg can be seen throwing flowers onto the stage.
Donnelly 2011: 136
Donnelly’s observation concurs with Raymond Durgnat’s 1966 review of Whitehead’s film, where he
writes “the Austrian poet Ernst Jandl delivers his ‘sound poems’ of abstract syllables—a genre which,
on paper, looks thin and twee, but which, as here, forcefully and rhythmically declaimed, goaded the
audience into roars of excited approval, just like the chantings of Dizzy Gillespie’s drummer, Chano
159
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Pozo” (Durgnat 2011: 167–168). But entertaining the audience to such a degree is only one side of
the coin. The other, a more devious one, is that Jandl understands how easily a crowd can turn into
a hysterical mass. The second poem of his performance, “Ode auf N” (“Ode to N”), uses the same
strategy as “schtzngrmm,” only with the word “Napoleon,” in lines such as
lepn
lepn
eoooo
eoooo
eooooooo
nnnnnnnnnnnnn
pllllllllll
pl
na
naaa
naaaaaa
naaaaaaaaaaaa
naaaaaaaaaaaa
naaaaaaaaaaaa
pooleon
pooleon
poleeeon
…
Jandl 1965: n.p.
Alexis Lykiard has noted that:
As his sound-poems rise to a crescendo, a rhythmic furore aided and abetted by the claps and
cries of the crowd, so, suddenly, the destruction of words and their conversion to a shouted, halfhysterical series of sounds, seemed sinister – took on a Hitlerian aspect: the Hall became almost
a Babel. It was perhaps the most extraordinary event of the evening: parody and warning, cacophony with its own logic, rational collapse of reason, and despair of communication communicating itself. Artaud, who understood the sanity of madness, would have relished it.
Lykiard 1965: n.p.
By connecting his—at first encounter—“entertaining” sound poetry with the name of a brutal
military leader, something that “many in the audience did not necessarily ‘get’” (Kane 2011: 121),
Jandl clearly deconstructs the unreflective reference to great names of history. The word “Napoleon”
doesn’t become meaningless, it becomes semantically reduced. But with its unexpected reaction,
his Albert Hall audience unknowingly—and frighteningly—exemplifies that it is only a small step
from being a part of a cheerful mass at a unique poetry event, a rock concert, or soccer stadium, to
becoming a part of a mass that in unison hails a leader, an autocrat, a dictator, sometimes without
necessarily “getting it.”
Jandl’s printed works might not be associated with Beat literature, had not this single event in
1965 occurred. Apart from the fact that from the 1960s onwards he consistently experimented with
the genre Jazz & Poetry, which was largely invented in 1949 by ruth weiss, who grew up in 1930s
Austria, and won worldwide recognition due to records by Kerouac, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, LeRoi
Jones/Amiri Baraka, and other Beats, Jandl’s efforts to build an international network of poetry was
an endeavor he shared with the Beats. He frequently introduced Anglophone poets to a Germanspeaking audience, and vice versa, introduced German-language poets to an international audience.
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Looking back to his series of lectures in the United States in 1971/72 in a commentary for the
Vienna Poetry School in 1996 he would write: “everyone who wants to be a poet nowadays has to
foster a global awareness” (Jandl 1996).
He also kept in touch with Ginsberg throughout the decades, meeting him in 1980, when the
American poet gave readings in Vienna and Graz, and in September 1993 during Ginsberg’s final visit
to Austria, when he held a class at the Vienna Poetry School. Ginsberg, who in 1981 considered Jandl
“one of the best of the German[-language] poets (right) now,” calling him “the present [1981] sound
poet of Middle Europe” (Ginsberg 2014), noted in his journal that after a reading given by Anne
Waldman, who was teaching at the poetry school at the same time, he went to Jandl’s apartment to
find it full of “stacks of LP’s – Jazz + blues.” (Ginsberg 1993: n.p.). There they listened to jazz records,
among them Don Sugar Cane Harris’ Sugar Cane’s Got The Blues, and Ginsberg became fascinated
by the fact that Jandl’s CD player had a remote control. Ginsberg also brought a handwritten version
of his Mind Writing Slogans as a present for Jandl. This was a collection of 84 quotes from poets like
Ezra Pound, William Carlos Williams, and William Blake, all of whom Ginsberg considered essential
for Beat writing, and which was published in 1994 by Limberlost Press in Boise, Idaho. In the Jandl
Papers at the Österreichisches Literaturarchiv in Vienna, this manuscript is preserved with a handwritten quote by Jandl added as number 85 underneath Ginsberg’s writing: “before or after, that is
the question (EJ).” (Jandl 1993: n.p.) Thus Jandl more or less wrote himself into the essential guiding
principles of Beat.

Beat Theater: Wolfgang Bauer
Jandl also had a mentoring role for a number of the younger generation writers in Austria, among
them the playwright Wolfgang Bauer (1941–2005), whom he met in 1963, after the latter had moved
from his hometown Graz to Vienna where he was a student in theater studies and unsuccessfully tried
to get his early one-act plays produced at Viennese theaters.The initial spark for Bauer to start writing
came from seeing a production of Eugène Ionesco’s Rhinoceros in early 1961. At the beginning of his
career, Bauer was heavily influenced by the Theatre of the Absurd—Ionesco, Beckett, Adamov, Genet,
and the like. By the end of 1963 this changed, to a large extent due to his encounter with Jandl and
inspiring conversations about American and English literature from a colleague twenty years his senior.
He also met up with new friends in Vienna, however, all of whom started to read Beat literature as
soon as the first translations appeared. Beat literature available in German translations at the time
included “Howl” (“Das Geheul,” 1959), On the Road (Unterwegs, 1959), and Naked Lunch (Naked Lunch,
1962), along with anthologies such as Junge amerikanische Lyrik (1961, Young American Poetry), edited by
Gregory Corso and the German critic Walter Höllerer, and Beat (1962), edited by Karl Otto Paetel.
Starting with Party for Six, written in December 1963, Bauer suddenly changed his style radically
from the highly artificial language and absurdist dialogues of his plays to everyday speech. Although
Bauer never recorded any conversations, he feigned the slang of young people of the 1960s in such
a realistic manner that critics frequently accused him of using tape recorders and being too lazy to
invent dialogue. In 1971, one year before Kerouac’s Visions of Cody was published, for which the Beat
author transcribed recorded conversations between himself and Neal Cassady as the central part of
the book, Bauer reacted to these accusations by writing the play Silvester oder Das Massaker im Hotel
Sacher (New Year’s Eve or The Massacre at Hotel Sacher), in which the protagonist, a (fictive) playwright,
hides a tape recorder at a party in a suite of the famous Viennese hotel, and presents the tape to the
director of a theater at midnight, announcing that “this,”—the tape—is his new play.
Other work by the playwright, for example his most famous and breakthrough play, Magic Afternoon
(1968), show a significant resemblance in style and language to several of Kerouac’s writings, not
least in how it overlaps with his sole play, Beat Generation, written 1957 although unpublished until
2005. When, for instance, Jule in Beat Generation is “(singing bop) Swap swapa diddleya deel do”
(Kerouac 2005: 10), Charley in Magic Afternoon “does a kind of horsey dance around the room to the
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music” and sings “Ba-dap-y-dap giddyyap … giddyap … bap bap … badapydappy dap dappy dap
lappy lap lap hapalappy lap lap … (Collapses in helpless laughter).” (Bauer 1973: 164) Jule in Beat
Generation asks “Tommy, huh Tommy did you find a nice little old broad lyin on the sidewalk and
take her to you know, you know, your pad,”Tommy responds “Not last night Jule, I was – I just had a
few beers in the Pink Angel and there was a couple of old gals there but they didnt appeal to me too
much, too drunk,” (Kerouac 2005: 10–11). One finds similar dialogues in Bauer’s Magic Afternoon,
such as the following (the translation a literal version of the original German):
CHARLY [sic]: What’d you do last night?
JOE: Well, first I was at Celkovic with Pongo … and then we’ve been at the Inn.
BIRGIT: The Inn is gettin lousier by the minute.
JOE: Meh, at least there are gals there … (laughs) so after two beers I like watching gals … just
watchin, understand?
Bauer 1986: 18
The English version of this sequence as translated by Martin Esslin, is quite different:
CHARLEY. What’d you do last night, then?
JOE. Pogo [sic] took us down to the Armpit. They have a new show there. (Makes a slurping noise)
Tits! Lots of tits!
CHARLEY. (sniggering) I heard that wasn’t all.
JOE. Yeah, well, they were going to do this thing, see … they had this fantastic tart, she weighs about
eighteen stone … and they were going to do this thing with a goat, you know? But someone told
Jimmy the fuzz were going to raid the place, and he chickened out.
Bauer 1973: 140
It is not clear why Bauer’s translator, Martin Esslin, who coined the term Theatre of the Absurd in 1961,
distorted the original text—not only in this short passage—to such a degree that it transforms its male
characters into even greater chauvinists than they already are in the original (a habit Bauer and his
characters also share with many male Beat writers). Maybe he thought that the American audience
for which Bauer’s play is written (or translated) would relish hearing about not so much about “gals”
but “tits” and “tarts” and “things with a goat.” Maybe, it is hard to know, he wanted to emphasize the
misogynous strains that are latent in Bauer’s characters. But the point is that Bauer uses local slang,
countercultural argot, in a way that like the dialogues of Kerouac bids to put spoken reality on stage
without artificial distortion.The difference is more geographical than cultural.What in Kerouac’s play
is the “Pink Angel” in New York, is in Magic Afternoon a bar named “Celkovic” in Graz.
“I wanted to write an excerpt, a section of life, cut through, sharp as glass, and I planned to choose
a very trivial moment,” Bauer once explained in interview about the fashioning of Magic Afternoon
(Bauer 1978: 7).The characters “are living in this very moment [that I put on stage] from the current
adhesion and from the dynamics that evolve in the moment they are living.” (ibid.: 8) This corresponds with Kerouac, who in a letter wrote about Beat Generation:
What I wanta do is re-do the theater and the cinema in America, give it a spontaneous dash,
remove pre-conceptions of “situation” and let people rave on as they do in real life. That’s
what the play is: no plot in particular, no “meaning” in particular, just the way people are.
quoted in Homes 2005: viii
In truth both writers were confronted with similar accusations of techniques of merging reality and
fiction. The incriminations by critics towards Bauer are reminiscent of what Truman Capote wrote
about Kerouac’s works: “[It] isn’t writing at all – it’s typing.” (quoted in Lee 2010: 12)
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Bauer went to the United States for the first time in 1973, together with his friend and fellow writer
Gerhard Roth (1942–).They traveled from New York via Las Vegas to Los Angeles and San Francisco,
where they made direct contacts with a number of Beat writers. In Lawrence Ferlinghetti’s City
Lights Bookstore they met Michael McClure, who invited the Austrians to his apartment for coffee.
The meeting has been fictionalized in Roth’s novel Der große Horizont (1974, The Great Horizon).
Roth describes McClure as an esoteric guru who spoke fully and endlessly about metaphysics and
the legacy of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass:
A leaf of grass is metaphysical. See this perfect shape, this wonderful color.You have to look
at this leaf of grass until it is no longer a leaf of grass. Until you cannot think the word ‘grass’
any longer.Van Gogh wasn’t schizophrenic. He just looked at things too long. Colors, how
strange that there are colors. For him colors were holy tinctures.
Roth 1974: 49
It is not known how accurate the encounter is compared to what really happened in McClure’s
apartment in the summer of 1973. In an interview in 2013, Roth says he cannot remember any of
the salient details. (see Roth 2013)
After experimenting with LSD in the United States during this and following trips Bauer started
to write philosophical plays such as Magnetic Kisses (1976), which follow the logic of an acid trip and
for the most part were badly received in German-speaking countries due to confusing plots. This
may be the reason why the very same plays were successful on the US West Coast. Bauer established
a connection with San Francisco’s Magic Theater, which has strong links with the Beats. McClure
was one of the most important playwrights for the theater company, along with Sam Shepard and
Amiri Baraka. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Bauer’s plays staged at the Magic Theater were highly
acclaimed. The Stanford Daily, for instance, on June 3, 1981, praised his Memory Hotel (1980) as the
“best play to come along in months” (Nash 1981: 16). But the bond between the Austrian playwright
and the Magic Theater was cut after its founder and director John Lion left the company in 1989.
Apart from the world premiere of his play Tadpoletigermosquitos at Mulligan’s in New York in 1993
and a Hollywood adaptation of Magic Afternoon under the title The Young Unknowns in 2000, Bauer
disappeared from the cultural landscape of the North American continent after the 1980s.
Given the Beat footfalls, both textual and the direct encounters with American Beat poets,
together with his drug experiences in the US, the frequent scandals stirred by his unconventional
plays, and his private life as an excessive drinker who sometimes had to spend a night in jail after a
drunken bar fight, Bauer might be considered as the Austrian Beat writer. In 1993, he finally met
Ginsberg and Ed Sanders at the Vienna Poetry School, where Bauer frequently gave classes. The
School produced the CD sound poetry live (1993), containing performances by Ginsberg, Sanders,
Bauer himself, and the Austrian-Siberian singer and poet Sainkho Namtchylak recorded during
a poetry evening. Before reciting his poem “Der Mond” (“The Moon”), written on the occasion
of the first manned moon landing in 1969, and not without a touch of pride in his voice at
having Ginsberg in the audience, Bauer dedicates this poem spontaneously to the American poet.
Ginsberg in return greets his “fellow poet Wolfgang Bauer” before his own performance. After
that his connections to the Beats came to a halt. Bauer, who was labeled as the “most important
Austrian contemporary playwright of the twentieth century,” by Elfriede Jelinek (Bauer and
Jelinek 1991: n.p.) became far quieter in the last decade of his life. He died after a myocardial
infarction at the age of 64 in 2005, a Beat in his own country.

The Beat Nobel Prize: Elfriede Jelinek
In 2004 Elfriede Jelinek (1946–) received the Nobel Prize in Literature, the first Austrian writer
to do so, for the “musical flow of voices and counter-voices in novels and plays that, with extraordinary linguistic zeal, reveal the absurdity of society’s clichés and their subjugating power.” (Nobel
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Prize Foundation 2004) Although the quantity of literature on Jelinek has increased rapidly since
the prize, her early works remain too neglected. It is less sufficiently known that the “flow of voices
and counter-voices” and the analysis of the “absurdity of society’s clichés” in her work is in large
part owed to an intense examination of Burroughs and Gysin’s cut-up technique in the late 1960s.
That was introduced into the German-speaking world by the author and translator Carl Weissner.
Weissner, a major mediator of Beat literature who lived in New York from 1966 to 1968 and
published translations of Burroughs’s cut-ups in his magazine Klactoveedsedsteen in 1966. A translated
version of So Who Owns Death TV (1967), his cut-up collaboration with Burroughs and Claude
Pélieu, was published in 1969. In the same year he also edited the anthology Cut up: Der sezierte
Bildschirm der Worte (Cut up: The Dissected Screen of Words), featuring texts by Burroughs, Gysin,
Pélieu, Mary Beach, Harold Norse, Jürgen Ploog, Jeff Nuttall, and himself. When she experimented
with cut-ups, Jelinek was familiar with these publications but not with Burroughs’s cut-up trilogy,
as two of the books were not published in German translations before 1970 (The Soft Machine),
and 1971 (Nova Express), respectively, while The Ticket That Exploded is still not translated to date.
Jelinek’s first novel bukolit, written in 1968 and published in 1979, is described as an “erotic story”
in a blurb for the 2005 reprint. The text is full of references to pulp fiction stories, cartoons, ancient
myths, the language of advertising, Beatles songs and horror tales. Chapters such as “muttertagsfeier”
(“mother’s day party”) indicate that the young Austrian writer had likely already acquainted herself
with Naked Lunch. The book opens with a list of dishes: “soups (clear beef light dark canned gruel
cauliflower vegetable) less vegetables (kohlrabi steamed green peas steamed tomatoes roux lentils)
cooked noodles dumplings semolina dumplings mashed potatoes rice but the most important meat
dishes and grilled specialities.” (Jelinek 2005: 40) There follows a list of the mothers participating at
the feast: only mothers over seventy have been invited, with the exception of an eighteen-year old
with a five-year-old son, and a thirty-seven-year-old with triplets. Suddenly this seemingly harmless
assemblage gets interrupted with the explanation that the mothers were brought to the party by
young (male) drivers and were so excited with anticipation that they didn’t even realize that they
were taken to the restroom by the drivers and “got fucked like crazy.” (ibid.) What follows is more
fantasticality:
already after 1 hour the mommies fell down in a slimy compound of shit water from the
broken flush piss fear sweat sperm crumbly their septa cracked the youth club sent its best
table tennis players under the leadership of bukolit so that the oldest were literally torn up in
the mud mothers day flowers were swimming colorless fleshy stemless plants blood spouted
teethless mouths drowned bubbled quietly cream candies spouted (again) waves of sperm
through toilet doors sailed driven by powerful hip thrusts rosaries spirit of melissa front door
key paltry purses freebies from parties made of plastic what a fucking that was the fashion
trousers flying only like that from the etc.
ibid.: 40–41
After this, as if nothing extraordinary had just happened, the list of food goes on: “beef goulash (beef shank onions grease paprika vinegar salt flour) juicy goulash pork goulash (from the
shoulder) veal meet casserole with cabbage güveç roasted liver” (ibid.: 41), and so forth, followed
by an alphabetical list of 208 family names which are the “names of the survivors” of this mother’s
day party. Like Burroughs in Naked Lunch, so Jelinek in bukolit works with the effect of metamorphosis, the harmless everyday life of ordinary women and men all of a sudden turned into
anarchy and sheer horror. All hell has broken loose and made visible the “bastard standardized
conformist sick society,” as Jonas Mekas terms it in his account of Naked Lunch (2009: 1). Writers
like Burroughs and Jelinek “are the subconscious of their (our) own age.” (ibid.). Jelinek’s text,
due to the fact that it is written entirely in small letters and without punctuation marks, has a
similar effect to a cut-up, with last and first words of (unmarked) sentences overlapping and thus
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opening into multiple meanings. But carefully read it is quite easy to figure out that the novel is
composed in a linear mode.
It is not before her next novel, wir sind lockvögel baby! (1970, we are decoys baby!) and the essay
“wir stecken einander unter der haut” (“we’re stuck into each other under the skin”) from the same
year, that she starts to make more emphatic use of the cut-up technique. In both texts, even so, she
consistently refers explicitly to Beat authors, quoting Burroughs, Gysin, Baraka, Philip Whalen, and
others. Burroughs’s tape experiments, which are intended to resist words and sounds that lock human
beings into conventional patterns of perception and thereby to control them, are transferred into an
Austrian context by Jelinek in the essay. She appeals to readers to boycott mass media, TV especially,
as manipulative electronic devices. Technology, she argues, conditions the audience, and offers the
idea of filling Vienna’s largest football stadium with the sound of jackhammers from a big construction site. That is to replace the commentator’s voice and his popular jokes. She sees this as a means to
“confront the healthy humor with terror, the destruction of the image with local weapons.” (Jelinek
2007: 78) Her purpose is similar to that of Burroughs: to destroy the devices of the governments,
corporations, media, and other power entities: “this is no silent anxiety, but a punch in the face.
because this is YOUR OWN INNER SPACE people that they obtained and now puke all over it!
[…] the old pictures fall and with them the locked meaning of sentences and the thoughtless play
with words.” (ibid.: 79). Facing today’s internet world, these statements are still red-hot, almost fifty
years after they were made.
But Jelinek’s writing is far from being merely epigonic. Besides using methods related to Beat,
she both deploys a radical feminist voice and deconstructs the language of Burroughs, Ginsberg, and
other Beat writers—the latter for all that it appears to criticize power-politics risks itself becoming
assimilated through celebrity into the mainstream. In a couple of chapters of wir sind lockvögel baby!,
Ginsberg, Sanders, and Tuli Kupferberg play major roles as fictive characters. Their appearance is
intertwined in a complex composition of intertextual references, which leads to the effect that these
characters allude to the real personae outside the novel, but also could be creatures from a cartoon,
or replaceable variables. The novel, which is wittily dedicated to the Austrian army, includes a line
from the poem “The Wheel of Fortune” by Kupferberg as an epigraph: “RUN THAT UP YOUR
PENIS & SEE HOW IT COMES!” (Jelinek 2004: 6). Lea Müller-Dannhausen suggests that this
exposed position of the quote—a joking variation of the catchphrase “Let’s run it up the flagpole and
see if anyone salutes it” (meaning “to present an idea tentatively and see whether it receives a favorable reaction”)—marks the novel’s connection to Beat and the Underground (Müller-Dannhausen
2011: 153–154). For Uta Degner it illustrates subconscious mechanisms of expulsion/exclusion
carried out by male avant-garde writers. Jelinek points out the omission involved in this at the very
beginning of the novel: Beat poets like The Fugs members Kupferberg and Sanders “assert the idea
of sexual liberation – with reference to Wilhelm Reich – but primarily of their own. Women remain
in the old cliché of being an object which is of service to the male stimulus and which gets measured
by its sexual attractiveness.” (Degner 2014: 9)
For instance, Jelinek makes a subtle reference to Sanders’s lyrics for The Fugs song “Coca-Cola
Douche” (1967), which was published in both English and its German translation in the bilingual
anthology Fuck you (!) Underground-Gedichte (1968, ed. Ralf-Rainer Rygulla) and deals with the fact
that the soft drink was used as a method of contraception in the 1950s and 1960s. “My baby,” as the
woman is called throughout the text, “got no money,” which is perhaps why she has to use the cheap
but quite unreliable spermicide. The lines read: “She fizzes and she fuzzes,” “her pussy it snaps like a
turtle,” “she humps like a wildcat, / her pelvis got the caffeine shakes / cause she makes that / CocaCola Douche.” All this, told from the man’s perspective, does not sound very pleasant, while the lover
derives amusement at the attempt to prevent pregnancy because “my baby you can sip with a straw /
cause she makes that / Coca-Cola Douche.” In the last verse she sends him “out for some ice cream,
/ she says, / ‘come on down for an icecream soda, / I just had that / Coca-Cola Douche’” (Sanders
1968: 82) Early in Jelinek’s novel a female character appears who “laughs when squirting cocacola” (21).
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First she even has a name, luci nugget [sic], but later she gets depersonalized by turning into an icecream maker, “fizzing vanilla ice out of her cunt” (246). But this is only one aspect of the Kupferberg
/ Sanders / Coca-Cola complex in wir sind lockvögel baby!
Kupferberg’s slogans like “Let’s have international fuck day,” and “Fuck for peace,” from the
poem “The Wheel of Fortune,” also published in Rygulla’s anthology (Kupferberg 1968: 30) get
counterposed in Jelinek’s novel by the suggestion that such calls are the result of Kupferberg’s own
desires to get laid—namely by “ju hu wondermaid,” a female character from a 1960s cartoon, which
he cannot accomplish by orthodox methods due to his “small penis” that is “chirping at the steel tip
of her solid oakwood ski pole” (Jelinek: 2004: 216). In this way Jelinek puts the Beat poet and the
cartoon character into a (stereo)typical Austrian environment. Kupferberg’s attempts fail, because he
and wondermaid get interrupted by a group of old nazis who appear at the ski slope and take off
their “brown long warming underpants from their arses and give each other blow jobs browner than
coca cola,” (217) which is how Jelinek finally brings together the Sanders-and-Kupferberg themes
within the novel, again doing it by surprisingly bringing in a grotesque scene that could well belong
to a Burroughs novel.
The text is full of such intertwinings and references, but this short example has to suffice. After wir
sind lockvögel baby!, Jelinek continued to work with found footage and incorporating other sources
heavily into her own texts. She worked with both canonical tradition such as Ibsen’s A Doll’s House
and plays by Goethe and Schiller, as well as mass media. But she largely stopped using Beat literature as basis for her own works. She also was never interested in making personal contact with the
American Beats. But she did acknowledge Beat literature and the cut-up technique, springboards for
the evolution of her unique, and richly multi-faceted voice in world literature.

The Beat Teachers: Christian Ide Hintze, Christian Loidl, Fritz Ostermayer,
and the Vienna Poetry School (and ruth weiss)
While sleeping rough and traveling around Europe for several years, the Austrian poet Christian Ide
Hintze (1953–2012) began writing street poetry in the 1970s and took to distributing numerous
poems written on slips of papers to pedestrians. In 1980 Hintze met Ginsberg in Vienna. Ginsberg
said of Hintze, that “one subject between us is this sense of messianic poetic revolution.” (quoted
in Hintze 2009: n.p.) What Ginsberg meant by this statement is that Hintze always sought to create
an international union of writers acting as some sort of guerilla force, a liberation platoon and network. This, he imagined, would also give strength to the situation of socially disadvantaged creative
individuals. Ginsberg subsequently invited Hintze to attend the Summer Writing Program at the
Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics at Naropa University in Boulder, Colorado, which he
founded with Anne Waldman in 1974. But it took the Austrian poet ten years to take Ginsberg up
on the invitation, because he had difficulties envisaging what a poetry school is supposed to mean,
as he explained in an interview in 1993: “But then I saw that this school is something completely
different than a school in the usual sense of the word.The Jack Kerouac School is more like a poem,
not for writing it on a piece of paper, but for a place.” (Hintze 1993: n.p.) Apart from the Johannes
R. Becher-Institut in Leipzig, situated in the 1980s in the German Democratic Republic, where
students of the institute had been imprisoned for reading poetry to each other at “illegal” meetings
outside the academy, poetry schools did not exist in Europe. That is, not since Sappho’s academy in
Mytilene on Lesbos in the sixth century BC.
But after he finally made it, in July 1990, he was more than pleased to get together with Ginsberg,
Waldman, Sanders, and others, and immediately felt that the Jack Kerouac School was the right place
for him. “It is really strange,” he writes in a letter from Boulder, “to find elements of my poetry which
I developed completely autonomously, in the poetry of others I am meeting here” (Hintze 1992: 127).
Experimenting more and more with oral traditions of poetry, sound poetry, songs, and performance
arts in his own work, Hintze was especially struck by a performance of Sanders in Boulder:
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There is this man on the stage – and it’s almost unbearable: Wonderful voice, reading a
poem, standing, all around him loudspeakers, strange objects; then, all of a sudden, the guy
starts singing, fiddles at his tie and produces sounds by fiddling with his tie, wonderful,
simple, naive sounds – and this voice! You hear it’s experienced from rock music, but here it
sounds like a farmer, a mountain, a river.
ibid.
His fellow poet Christian Loidl (1957–2001) discovered the poetry school in Boulder by coincidence in 1987, while visiting a woman friend in the Rocky Mountains. She showed Loidl her
workplace, which was Naropa University. He strolled around the campus, and when he entered
a hall he found William Burroughs sitting there and signing books. Loidl had read Junky for the
first time at the age of fifteen. Later came the other novels, but as an adolescent he was especially
fascinated by Burroughs’s non-fiction, The Job, The Electronic Revolution, etc. After finding out about
the Jack Kerouac School, he decided to return one year later and become a student of Burroughs.
Unfortunately, Burroughs cancelled his class in the summer of 1988, because of illness. Loidl, however, was able to attend other classes in Boulder and conducted interviews with Ginsberg, Waldman,
Harry Smith, and Peter Lamborn Wilson, all of whom would be published in Hintze and Loidl’s book
Die Jack Kerouac School of Disembodied Poetics (1992), which documents their stays at Naropa.
Inspired by this experience, the two poets, along with a couple of others who backtracked
after a short while, founded the internationally acclaimed Schule für Dichtung, also known as the
Vienna Poetry School, in 1992, which is modelled on the Jack Kerouac School. Among other Beat
poets, Ginsberg, Waldman, Sanders, ruth weiss, and Anselm Hollo taught at the Schule für Dichtung
(Waldman at least once a year between 1992 and 1999, then in 2007, 2012, 2013, and 2016; Sanders
four times to date). These assignments were reciprocated in 1995 when Hintze became the first
German-language poet to teach at the Jack Kerouac School. With its well thought out inaugural
program, the Schule für Dichtung won striking international media attention. Besides well-known
Austrian writers, among them Bauer, the US writers Waldman, Hollo, Anne Tardos, and Jack Collom
gave lectures, readings, performances, and press conferences. Hintze very often referred to Ginsberg
and the Jack Kerouac School in interviews, and this connection gets repeated in almost every newspaper article. For Hintze, one of the most important guiding principles for the school was to reject
national boundaries. “What’s the point of Austria?,” he asks in an interview from spring 1993. “I don’t
see any point in a patriotic orientation. We have classes in English, Russian, Vietnamese, French”
(Hintze 1993, n.p.). This idea corresponds with the Jack Kerouac School and Waldman’s view of
poetry as an “active world tradition” as she explains in her first lecture in Vienna in 1992 (Waldman
1992). The Schule für Dichtung, thereby, became an institution that could promote literary currents
also from outside Austria and the German-speaking world, especially Beat literature, and helped establish poetry schools in other countries, for example the Escuela de la Poesía in Medellín, Colombia,
founded in 1996. Due to the establishment of his school, Hintze came considerably closer to his
aspiration of creating a transnational network.
Perhaps of even greater importance than the inauguration program was the visit of Ginsberg and
Waldman to the school in 1993, one year after it was established, and a key press conference on
September 8, 1993, attended by numerous journalists of major Austrian and international newspapers
and magazines. Answering questions for over 90 minutes, the two poets, accompanied by Hintze and
Loidl, were able to impart a full picture of Beat philosophy and to break down prejudices. Helmut Zilk,
the mayor of Vienna at the time, did not miss the opportunity to personally show Ginsberg around
the city, which naturally fostered some media attention for the Beat poet as well. In subsequent articles
Ginsberg gets frequently labelled as one of the most famous living poets in the world, and the poetry
school, as a consequence of having him a teacher, experienced a tremendous increase in prestige.
The establishment of the Schule für Dichtung also enabled a stable transnational connection
between American Beats and the first generation of Austrian writers such as Jandl and Bauer, who
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were always present whenever a Beat poet was visiting or giving classes or readings. Sanders stated
that the Schule für Dichtung “has made Austrian literature and culture more vital and inviting to a
growing number of writers and journalists around the world” (quoted in Hintze 2009: n.p.), which
is also true the other way round. Beat literature was to make its impact on Austrian writers and
journalists. Besides teaching at the poetry school, Waldman also contributed poems to an anthology
for Loidl, whom she greatly admired.The collection was published after his death at the age of fourtyfour in 2001, following a Beat-like fall out of the window after experimenting with hallucinogens.
Waldman expressed her high esteem for the school in interviews and in a laudation on the occasion
of the twentieth anniversary in which she called it the “sister organization” (Waldman 2012: n.p.) of
the Jack Kerouac School, and in which she also indicates her familiarity with the works of the Vienna
Group, Bauer, and others.
A wholly singular case arises with ruth weiss (1928–), who merits full consideration in her
own imaginative right. With increased recognition in the 1990s and subsequently, a Beat poet who
emigrated from Austria to the United States in 1938 at the age of ten and holds Austrian and United
States passports, she visited Vienna in 1998 for the first time in 60 years, teaching at the Vienna
Poetry School. Since then she has returned to Austria almost once a year and has steadily increased
her audience. Since 2002, the Viennese publisher Edition Exil has brought out four books in bilingual English/German editions, partly featuring out of print key works such as “Single Out” (in the
2002 collection Full Circle / Ein Kreis vollendet sich, translated by Loidl). In 2006 three of her one-act
plays were produced in Vienna, and the mayor of the city awarded her the Austrian capital’s Medal of
Honor. Through frequent Vienna-based live performances, readings and even workshops for schoolchildren, weiss has helped establish a new understanding of Beat literature in Austria, giving impetus
to the country’s youth with the Beat spirit.
After Hintze died in 2012—another myocardial infarction—the radio personality, musician,
DJ, journalist and author Fritz Ostermayer (1956–) became the new director of the Vienna Poetry
School. From the outset of his tenure he has shown a marked preference for work from the counterculture. This outsider, or in Ann Waldman’s frequently used phrase, this “outrider,” with his willingness to take on taboos and challenges has created no small moral panic in Austria’s more respectable
cultural channels. He successfully accomplishes this task, for example, by hosting radio shows at the
national public service broadcaster ORF, the dominant Austrian broadcast media. In his introduction
to Weissner’s novel Manhattan Muffdiver (2010), Ostermayer writes that as a teenager he needed books
such as The Soft Machine and Naked Lunch to survive his time at a Catholic boarding school with
its molesting clergymen: “Burroughs’ homoerotic exercitations out of all things made me immune
to my pedophile slobbering teachers, because they burnt the difference between sacro-lechery and
gender-bursting Beat-mysteries into the pupil’s brain.” (Ostermayer 2010: 7)
As the new director of the poetry school he continues in the spirit of Hintze—the call to act
as a cultural mediator—and has gone on inviting Beat poets and Beat related artists. They include
Waldman and Gordon Ball, who he acclaims as “moviemaker, photographer, poet, story teller, farmer,
professor, best picture chronicler of the Beat Generation and resounding winner in the field ‘who
shot the most pictures of Allen Ginsberg?’” (Ostermayer 2014). Considering the fact that more than
3,000 students have attended classes of the poetry school since its foundation in 1992, many of them
under the auspices of US Beat poets and writers, it can hardly be thought that many of them have not
carried forward the Beat torch. It will be worthwhile to keep eyes peeled for new voices coming out
of Austria, a small Middle European country, as it perpetuates and refashions Beat legacy.
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